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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Title: Persistent and Continuous? Naval Carrier Aviation in Irregular Warfare

Author: Lieutenant Commander Kevin Volpe, United States Navy

Thesis: U.S. carrier aviation must make significant changes in methods of operation in order to
remain relevant to twenty-first-century conflicts.

Discussion: The limited, remote, and protracted nature ofIW requires continuous and persistent
reconnaissance, mobility, and fire support for dispersed ground forces. The methods in which
aircraft carriers operate restrict the Navy's ability to provide such support. During operations
that last longer than a week, the aircraft carrier can only conduct flight operations for a limited
number ofhours in a given day and a limited number days in a given month. Shore-basing has
become the obvious and expedient answer. Although an adequate solution in the context of OEF
and OIF, land-based airfields have limitations of their own. Airfields ashore take time to build,
are subject to tenuous agreements with host nations, and provide large and vulnerable targets for
insurgent forces. IW environments must be considered in which our presence on the ground is
limited or non-existent, therefore the necessity exists for U.S. aircraft carriers to conduct around
the-clock flight operations for extended periods. A second flight deck shift requires manpower
increases made possible through the CVN-78 design: modernized systems that require less
maintenance and upkeep, improvements in weapons/material movement processes, and flight
deck configuration changes.

Conclusion: In the short term, the U.S. Navy must embrace shore-basing aviation assets. All
carrier squadrons should be properly trained and equipped for potential expeditionary operations
on every deployment. In the long term, the Navy should examine methods to provide for
around-the-clock carrier operations in order to better support IW operations.
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PREFACE

The genesis of this research project came in July 2004, as I served in Iraq as an Air

Planner for the Naval Special Warfare Task Group- Arabian Peninsula. As I went about

integrating sea-based aircraft into air support plans for ground operations, it quickly became

apparent that a single carrier in theater could not provide consistent coverage. Fourteen-hour fly

days, underway replenishments, and port calls all served to limit the availability of critical naval

aviation assets. A subsequent deployment flying missions 'over Afghanistan while aboard USS

Stennis (CVN-74) confirmed my initial observations. My critique ofthe aircraft carrier's current

role in irregular warfare stems from a deep and abiding devotion to the importance of sea-based '

aviation. The intention of this argument is not to disparage previous operations nor provide

ammunition to those who seek to dismantle the US carrier fleet. Instead, I hope to supplement

0' the ongoing discourse regarding the expanding relevance ofnaval aviation in current and future

operating environments.

Numerous individuals assisted me with this daunting project. Captain Ed McNamee

provided invaluable insight into the complex worlds ofnaval requirements and carrier

operations. Dr. Timothy Roberts at the Center for Naval Analyses guided my conceptualization

of carrier capabilities and limitations in irregular warfare scenarios. Commanders Gary

Patenaude and Edward Wetzel and Lieutenant Commanders Michael O'Leary, Eric Sinibaldi and

Chris Sullivan responded to countless emails requesting information, clarification, and

amplification on recent operations. Finally, Dr. Paul Gelpi offered crucial advice and mentorship

that helped to mold my fledgling ideas into a cohesive and organized line ofreasoning.
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INTRODUCTION

Twenty-fIrst century Sea Basing will be our nation's asymmetric military
advantage, contributing immeasurably to global peace, international stability, and
warfIghting effectiveness. It is the key to operational independence in the
dangerous decades before us.

Sea Basing: Operational Independence for a New Century 1

Most discussions of the future of carrier aviation consider one of two extremes:

deterrence through presence or rapid response to major conflict. Few discuss the role ofnaval

air power in Irregular Warfare (IW); a nascent, amorphous term that describes the spectrum of

operations focused on maintaining the stability and cooperation of a given population through

legitimate political authority.2 The limited, remote, and protracted nature ofIW requires

continuous and persistent reconnaissance, mobility, and fIre support for dispersed ground forces

that aircraft carriers cannot currently provide. US carrier aviation must make signifIcant

changes in methods of operation in order to remain relevant to twenty-fIrst-century conflicts.

The initial invasions for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) and Operation IRAQI

FREEDOM (OIF) provide striking examples of carrier aviation's ability to provide consistent

and robust power projection during major combat operations (MCO). For the fIrst ten days of

OEF, naval aviation provided the only tactical aircraft, supported by Air Force tanking and

supplemented by heavy bombers.3 OIF demonstrated the Navy's ability to surge its deployment

cycle, providing five of its twelve carrier strike groups to support a single operation, with a sixth

en-route.

Once MCO transitioned to IW and stability, security, transition and reconstruction

(SSTR) operations, typical carrier presence for the entire Central Command Area of

Responsibility (AOR) decreased to only one Carrier Strike Group (CSG) assigned at any given
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time. In traditional warfare, the carrier overcomes its inability to conduct continuous flight

operations by surging its sortie generation for a few days or sharing duties with a second carrier.

Surge operations work effectively for conflicts that require overwhelming force over short

periods of time, but fall short when major combat subsides and the US devotes but one carrier to

support irregular operations.

For too long, the standard response has been that the aircraft carrier and its air wing were

never meant to support continuous, long-term air operations; the US Air Force manages such

requirements. The limitations ofboth services came into sharp relief during OEF and OIF,

however, when the combatant commander requested effects that the Air Force inventory did not

maintain and the Navy could not provide effectively from the carrier, forcing the Navy to send

some of its aircraft ashore.

Yet the argument for improving the aircraft carrier transcends service parochialism.

Future IW operations may not afford the US military the luxury ofland-based aircraft and it must

be ready for that contingency. Potential operating environments will not be conducive for the

basing rights and force protection required for even the most spartan expeditionary airfields nor

will CONUS-based strategic aircraft provide sufficient air support. Dr. Owen Cote at MIT's

Security Studies Program sums up the primacy ofnaval carrier aviation in such a scenario: "the

long-range, sea-based strike fighter, with its ability to engage in multiple, simultaneous and

dispersed engagements 24 hours a day, is a key enabler ofpower projection ashore.,,4

Increasing the duration of daily flight operations will produced benefits beyond aircraft

carrier support to IW. Such changes will also apply to amphibious ships with flight decks and to

situations involving not just a single carrier on station but multiple carriers that are uniquely
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task-organized and therefore not mutually supporting, such as when the USS Kitty Hawk (CV

63) operated as a sea-base for Special Forces fighting in Mghanistan.5 Although operations such

as Peacekeeping, Humanitarian Assistance, and No-Fly Zone (NFZ) enforcement fall outside the

published joint concept for IW, the missions have similar requirements for persistent and

continuous air power and would benefit from the transformation as well.

Any effort towards aircraft carrier innovation must not diminish the ability to conduct

traditional air operations in conventional warfare. The United States will continue to rely upon

its carrier fleet because of its strategic flexibility. US Navy carriers provide the nation with sea-

based deterrence and global power projection. With global commitments and responsibilities,

the US military cannot risk losing the large war in the effort to win the small ones.

The solution to aircraft carrier limitations in IW will not come solely from scientific

o innovation. The Navy must make changes in mindset and organization that are aided by

technological improvements. Without such transformation, the vision of Sea Basing as "the key

to operational independence in the dangerous decades before us" will not be realized.6

IRREGULAR WARFARE AND ITS AIR SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

The innovations that determine joint and Service capabilities will result from a
general understanding of what future conflict and military operations will be like,
and a view of what the combatant commands and Services must do in order to
accomplish assigned missions.

Joint Vision 2020 7

Irregular Warfare is a new term, but not a new idea. The concept describes types of

conflict defmed previously as "small wars", "low-intensity conflicts", and "operations other-

than-war." 8 It includes operations such as counterinsurgency (COIN) and some aspects of

SSTR.9 IW provides a useful framework to discuss the challenges posed by protracted and
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asymmetric conflicts that are distinct from traditional, conventional warfare. The Department of

Defense (DOD) introduced Irregular Warfare as a Joint Operating Concept (JOC) in 2007:

Irregular Warfare (IW) is defined as a violent struggle among state and non-state
actors for legitimacy and influence over the relevant populations. IW favors
indirect and asymmetric approaches, though it may employ the full range of
military and other capabilities, in order to erode an adversary's power, influence
and will. It is inherently a protracted struggle that will test the resolve of our
Nation and our strategic partners. 10 (Emphasis added)

From the perspective of air power application, several distinguishing features become

salient. First, IW operations concentrate on influencing civilian populations rather than

destroying enemy personnel and equipment.11 Second, any belligerent forces that must be

targeted will fight from within the population and therefore be difficult to discern. 12 Finally, the

enemy will most likely seek a protracted conflict with an unpredictable tempo of action.

The US Navy has shown modest appreciation for the significance of limited conflict.

Current naval doctrine, written in the 1990s, refers to the "operations-other-than-war" concept. 13

.Maritime Strategy, the Navy's only dOytrinal statement since the Global War on Terrorism

(GWOT) began, discusses conflicts that are "increasingly characterized by a hybrid blend of

traditional and irregular tactics.,,14 The Navy does not address air support for IW in any of its

doctrinal publications, however. The approaches of the other services toward IW air support

must serve as a starting point.

The US Marine Corps discussed air operations in irregular conflict as far back as the

1930s in its Small Wars Manual, which included a chapter that described aerial reconnaissance,

combat, and transport missions and recommended scheduling alert aircraft since, "small wars

situations often require prompt action on the part of the supporting air force.,,15 More recently,
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the Marine Corps collaborated with the US Army to develop a modem counterinsurgency

(COIN) manual, reversing a doctrinal trend of neglect by all the services toward IW since the

end of the Vietnam War. 16 Counterinsurgency (FM 3-24/MCWP 3-33.5) includes a five-page

appendix discussing the interdependent roles of air and ground forces in COIN operations.17

Despite several essays written by thoughtful airmen and academics regarding the

importance of irregular conflict, the US Air Force as an organization discounted such cries from

the wilderness for the last four decades, preferring to consider IW as a lesser variant of

conventional operations.18 In 2007, the Air Force recognized that IW is, "significantly different

from traditional conflict to warrant a separate keystone doctrine document" and published AFDD

2-3 Irregular Warfare concurrent with the IW JOC.19 This new doctrine examines the "unique

challenges" presented by IW and lists a number of air power capabilities in irregular operations

C) such as intelligence collection, electronic warfare (EW), psychological operations, air mobility,

precision engagement, and command and control (C2).20

From the described doctrinal evolution, a useful conceptualization of IW air support can

be developed. Through the variety of specific missions delineated in AFDD 2-3, air power acts

as a force multiplier that provides an asymmetric advantage in mobility and adaptability for

ground forces engaged in IW.21 The advantages of air superiority enjoyed by US air forces in an

irregular campaign are offset by the challenges of rapidly detecting and identifying the enemy

during a protracted conflict that includes significant lulls in the rhythm ofviolence.22 In order to

provide freedom of action to dispersed ground forces, air assets must be constantly available to

react swiftly to unpredictable demands. In short, IW requires "continuous and persistent"

C)
airborne presence.23
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For the last twenty years, US forces have conducted numerous limited operations in

which air power proved critical: Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Haiti, Mghanistan and Iraq. Irregular

warfare will continue to be the most prevalent form of future conflict.24 In 1989, defense analyst

Loren Thompson presciently stated, "for the remainder of the present century and well into the

next, most of the contingencies US military forces will be called upon to respond to will be less

than conventional warfare; they will be terrorist incidents, guerrilla wars, policing of truces, and

the like.,,25 The ongoing GWOT and increased US engagement in Africa, Asia and South

America ensure there is no risk of "fighting the previous battle" by drawing these lessons.

AIRCRAFT CARRIER LIMITATIONS IN IW

In discussing naval aviation's limitations in irregular conflict, an important distinction

must be made between the aircraft carrier and its air wing (CVW). Naval aircraft continue to

evolve and improve with respect to the various IW air support missions.26 Strike/fighter range

and endurance shows an increasing trend in design.27 The limitations on ordnance "bring-back"

can be mitigated with the continued development of smaller, more precise bombs and

improvements in the utility of gun systems originally designed for air-to-air employment but

used throughout OEF and OIF for strafmg ground targets.28 The Navy has recognized the

CVW's lack ofrobust mobility capability and experimented with adding additional rotary-wing

assets to the carrier.29 CVWs spend significant amounts of time, prior to deployment, training

towards missions in the IW environment. The Army now embarks Ground Liaison Officers

(GLOs) who assist carrier aircrew with mission preparation by briefmg ground maneuver

schemes and battlespace coordination measures prior to launch, as well as communicating with

joint and coalition forces to solve persistent coordination challenges.3o
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In contrast to incremental improvements in aircraft capabilities, aircrew training, and

coordination measures, the unaltered methods of carrier operation continue to impede the Navy's

ability to provide the continuous and persistent air support demanded in IW. During operations

that last longer than a week, the aircraft carrier can only conduct flight operations for a limited

number ofhours in a given day and a limited number days in a given month.31 For the most part,

current manning levels dictate these constraints, although technology, doctrine and mindset play

a role as well.

Since the late 1990s US aircraft carriers have demonstrated the ability to surge flight

operations to 24 hours per day for a maximum ofthree to four days with considerable personnel

augmentation.32 Such surge capability supports short-term contingency operations, such as

Operation DESERT FOX, or conducting Mea prior to the completion of Air Force deployment

C) to the theater. At the other end ofthe conflict spectrum, short-term surge capacity does not

address the demands ofIW in which air operations may continue indefInitely.33

The US Navy designed and organized its aircraft carriers' flight decks to conduct

operations for 12-14 hours per day. Even with two carriers on station during the initial invasion

of Afghanistan, the realities of distance meant that 14-hour flight-deck operations translated into

only 10 hours of in-country air coverage per carrier.34 USAF F-15E Strike Eagle sorties from

Kuwait covered the existing four-hour gap.35

The limitation on the flight operations window is driven mostly by manning: a Nimitz-

class carrier has one flight deck crew, by defInition capable ofworking only a single shift.36

Twelve hours of flight operations does not encompass the whole day's work since many tasks

must be completed in preparation for and at the conclusion offlight operations. The timing of
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the limited flight operations window within a given day also has constraints. Aviators must

maintain currency in night carrier landings: at a minimum, they need one each week without

additional proficiency sorties scheduled.37 For practical purposes, squadrons schedule each pilot

for two to three night sorties per week, which means that the carrier usually schedules at least

halfof its cycles between sunset and the last recovery of the fly day.38

Limiting the availability of CVW aircraft to a portion of the day reduces naval aviation's

flexibility to respond to IW requirements that have no such bounds. Conventional forces

conduct patrols and convoys both day and night. Special Forces typically execute direct action

missions at night between midnight and sunrise. Ground units may request ISR, EW and

PSYOP for specific times ofday to synchronize with their scheme of maneuver.

Beyond the inability to cover an entire day of flying for any significant length of time, the

o aircraft carrier typically does not conduct flight operations every day of the month. During its

most recent deployment, the USS Eisenhower (CVN-69) averaged six no-fly days per month,

and an additional two fly-days not in support of ground operations.39 No-fly days may occur as a

result of a scheduled port call or due to the necessary replenishment of aviation fuel, ordnance,

food, equipment and other stores while underway.

Naval vessels make port calls for a variety of reasons, morale of the crew being the most

obvious. Beyond that consideration, however, lay the demands for ship's upkeep tasks that

cannot be done at sea, the resupply of additional stores too large, heavy, or voluminous to be

replenished underway, and the political benefits gained by bringing a CSG and its associated

money into a foreign port. In addition to the days that the aircraft carrier is physically at anchor

o
or pier-side, a port call usually demands at least one day of transit in each direction from the
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operating area, further reducing the fly days in support of theater operations available that month.

Port calls can be neglected if sufficient demand for continued carrier presence exists, as

evidenced by the USS Enterprise (CVN-65) in OEF.4o

Unlike port calls, the requirement for the aircraft carrier to perform an underway

replenishment (un-rep) every 8-10 days cannot be neglected. Although the re-supply process

does not necessarily negate an entire day of flight operations, the impact is significant. The

carrier cannot conduct any significant fixed-wing flight operations while a supply ship steams

alongside.41 Before and after the un-rep evolution, the flight deck crew must spend several hours

re-positioning aircraft and equipment on the flight deck and in the hangar bay to facilitate the

movement of stores brought aboard.42 Although the crew might be able to work a 20-hour shift

on a fly day that includes a morning un-rep, that pace is not sustainable and does not result in a

longer fly day.

The Navy has already recognized the various limitations imposed on sea-based aviation

by flight deck constraints, port calls, and the realities of distance. Shore-basing became the

obvious and expedient answer. Although an adequate solution in the context ofOEF and OIF,

land-based airfields have limitations oftheir own.

NAVAL AIRCRAFT ASHORE: AN INCOMPLETE SOLUTION

Land-basing carrier aircraft is not without precedent. During World War II, Vice

Admiral Fletcher sent naval aircraft from Task Force 61 to join Marine and Army squadrons at

on Guadalcanal once it was clear that his carriers were too vulnerable to the Japanese. The joint

air group proved vital to the Allied victory on the island.43 The benefits ofland-basing carrier

aviation, however, had to be weighed against the risk of the US fleet losing the mobility of its
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airborne firepower. The Japanese interior lines of communication, combined with the sheer size

of the Pacific theater, required Nimitz to rely on mobility to concentrate his forces wherever

intercepted enemy naval ciphers indicated the Japanese would strike next.44 With a finite

number ofavailable airfields in an era before aerial refueling, aircraft carriers provided the

necessary flexibility.

In more recent conflicts, aircraft designed for carrier operations have operated from shore

not due to carrier vulnerability concerns but to fill gaps in Air Force capabilities. After the Air

Force retired its sole tactical electronic attack platform, the EF-111, in the early 1990s, the Navy

established four "expeditionary" EA-6B Prowler (VAQ) squadrons that would deploy overseas

with Air Force wings.45 After the initial OIF invasion, the requirement for land-based Prowler

squadrons appeared to decrease significantly. The Navy decommissioned one of its

expeditionary squadrons and discontinued the creation of another.

The DOD failed to recognize the continued demand for electronic effects on the IW

battlefield. After the Taliban's limited air defenses were destroyed, EA-6Bs transitioned to

communications denial missions to prevent al Qaeda and Taliban forces from targeting coalition

units.46 In 2002, the USS George Washington (CVN-73) sent an EA-6B detachment to Qatar so

that these critical electronic attack missions could continue while the carrier made a port call.47

A year later, the Enterprise sent its Prowler squadron ashore to Bagram Air Base to smooth

coordination with ground forces and increase on-station time.48 Shortly afterward, the three

remaining expeditionary VAQ squadrons began to rotate to Bagram for six-month deployments.

Likewise, in OIF the demand for electronic effects outstripped the ability ofcarrier-based

aircraft to supply them. EA-6Bs first deployed to AI Asad Air Base in western Iraq while the

10



USS John C. Stennis (CVN-74) transited the Suez Canal. From 2005 to 2007, every carrier that

A\ . deployed to support OIP detached part of its Prowler squadron ashore.49 CVW-8 also sent

strike/fighter aircraft to Al Asad during a Roosevelt port call.50

In the context of OIF and OEF, flying from an airbase in-country results in a much

shorter transit time. A carrier-based aircraft launching from the Arabian Sea and overflying

Pakistan to reach its station in Afghanistan spends over 3 hours in transit, whereas an aircraft

flying from Bagram can be on-station in minutes.51 Shorter transits require less tanking per

aircraft, which allows more aircraft to operate in theater since the finite number oftankers can

support a greater ratio of customers.

Airfields have a greater potential to provide around-the-clock operations every day of the

week. They can be re-supplied concurrently with normal flight operatioJ;ls and their runways

o repaired with limited impact to sortie flow. Multiple squadrons ashore can divide the 24-hour

day into shifts, so that each squadron has its own battle rhythm yet still provides flexible and

responsive air support. The airfield would not necessarily have to be manned to normal capacity

at all hours but have the ability to surge when required, as shorter aircraft transit times allow for

ground alerts to be set instead ofaircraft airborne throughout the night.

Despite the demonstrated benefits of staging carrier aircraft ashore, such deployments

involve a variety of risks and challenges. Employing a carrier with a partial or non-existent air

wing represents a considerable risk both in the littoral and blue-water environments. Although

surface combatants provide much of the aircraft carrier's defensive capability, air wing aircraft

provide significant support in the anti-air, anti-submarine, and counter-targeting roles. Beyond

o
defending against potential threats, the CSG has only two tools for power projection: aircraft
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and cruise missiles. A carrier without an air wing does not pose a credible threat as a means of

deterrence.

Conversely, without the carrier, the CVW loses much of its mobility and flexibility and

ceases to exist as a theater reserve for contingency operations. In January 2007, the Eisenhower

left its station in the Arabian Sea and transited 2100 nm to the eastern coast ofAfrica to provide

air support to Special Forces units combating Al Qaeda in Somalia.52 Although AC-130 gunships

supported the operation, CVW-7 provided most of the fixed-wing tactical aviation and supported

itself with organic tanking.53 Had the entire air wing been ashore, the Eisenhower would not

have been capable of such a rapid response.

Operating from shore presents two significant challenges to carrier aviation. First, carrier

aircrews lose proficiency in sea-based operations. Pilots must maintain carrier qualification

o currency if they are going to operate from the carrier at any point later in the deployment, which

has direct impact on the air wing's mobility. Prowler squadrons ashore during OIF typically sent

pilots back to the carrier every two weeks, posing a considerable scheduling and logistics

requirement.54 More importantly, it means that some CVW aircraft and personnel must remain

aboard the ship.

Second, the Navy neither trains nor equips its carrier squadrons for expeditionary

operations, as a matter ofpractice.55 Operating in a foreign country with an ongoing insurgency

presents significant force protection requirements. Despite units dedicated to base security, all

personnel must be trained in small arms proficiency and the use ofbio-chemical protective gear,

as well as provided the necessary uniforms, body armor, weapons, and ammunition. The Navy

()
'-~

has addressed this issue in an ad-hoc manner, relying on the individual squadron to coordinate
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proper training and providing equipment prior to deployment only for the units already

designated to go ashore. No capability exists to equip squadrons on short notice for shore-basing

once on deployment.

Although the benefits ofland-basing carrier aircraft may outweigh any of the risks and

challenges at the tactical and operational levels, the reliance on the existence of suitable and

proximate airfields remains a strategic risk. The periodic and transitory partnerships that define

post-Cold war US diplomacy manifest themselves in similarly unpredictable agreements for

basing forces in allied countries.56 Despite access to a sizable air base in Saudi Arabia from

which to conduct NFZ enforcement for Operation SOUTHERN WATCH, the Saudi government

placed significant restrictions on the type ofaircraft that could fly from Prince Sultan Air Base.57

During OEF, the British government demanded veto power on any target attacked by US aircraft

operating from Diego Garcia.58 Even established agreements are no guarantee of future access,

as demonstrated by Turkey's denial of Incirlik as an operating base for OIF despite its use by

coalition aircraft during Operation NORTHERN WATCH.

IMPROVING SEA-BASED IW AIR SUPPORT

In OEF and OIF, the Navy has addressed the challenges presented by aircraft carrier

limitations in a piecemeal fashion. Those assets unique to naval aviation have been sent ashore

to ensure that their effects can be provided on a more persistent and continuous basis. Land-

basing remains an option in those specific campaigns because joint air forces have access to

airfields in host countries where the US military still maintains a large presence.

IW environments must be considered in which US presence on the ground is limited or

non-existent, however. Many countries welcome assistance and support yet balk at any overt

13



presence or footprint that may fuel anti-Western sentiment. Disaster reliefprovided to Indonesia

by the USS Lincoln (CVN-72) ran into such restrictions. Despite providing 5 million pounds of

supplies over 35 days, CVW-2 helicopters did not remain on the ground in Indonesia overnight.59

The US currently assists the Philippine government with COIN and counterterrorism

operations on the southern island ofMindanao and in the Sulu Archipelago by providing

monetary assistance in addition to a small footprint of advisors limited by agreement to 600

personnel.60 Should the conflict escalate to the point in which US tactical air support is required,

the Philippines may not welcome a large American presence at their airfields.61 Such overt US

involvement may impact government legitimacy, as it has the potential to fuel insurgent

motivations and provide valuable propaganda.

The nearest allied countries in which the US could realistically base air assets (Thailand,

o Singapore, Australia and Japan) are all more than a thousand miles away. Similar to the northern

campaign in the OIF invasion, the only available land-based offensive air support would be the

occasional heavy bomber. Such an aircraft can drop all of its ordnance at one location - which is

rarely a requirement in IW - or smaller amounts of ordnance at different consecutive locations.62

Only multiple sea-based strike/fighters could simultaneously support several dispersed ground

units in the described scenario.63 In this scenario, the shorter distance and faster re-fueling and

re-arming turnaround time make sea-based air support the better option.

Analysts from the Research and Development (RAND) Corporation make a similar

argument in considering a potential state of affairs in Colombia, in which leftist guerilla groups

begin to prevail against national police and military forces. 64 Since regional sensitivities would

preclude a robust US presence, they conclude "carrier based aviation will be the primary means
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ofproviding reconnaissance, surveillance, and strike missions to support the Colombian

forces.,,65 As the Lincoln tsunami-relief operation demonstrated, an aircraft carrier provides sea-

based air support that is far less intrusive than an air base that requires significant force

protection and logistics footprints. 66

Even in operations in which the Air Force has in-country basing rights and aircraft with

similar capabilities, naval carrier aviation has played more than a merely supplementary role.

When the Air Force grounded all of its F-15 Eagle fighter aircraft in late 2007, including those

flying missions over Afghanistan, FIA-18 Hornets aboard the Enterprise in the Arabian Sea

filled the resulting vacancy.67 Although stationed in the Arabian Gulfin support ofOIF when

initially tasked, the aircraft carrier transited to the Arabian Sea and launched OEF sorties within

twenty-four hours, further demonstrating the inherent flexibility of sea-based air operations. 68

Potential IW scenarios which require air support provided principally by sea-based

aircraft dictate a developed capability for US aircraft carriers to conduct around-the-clock flight

operations for extended periods. Despite this demonstrated need the Navy has yet to establish

continuous operations as a formal requirement.69 Although naval aircraft have evolved radically

since the commissioning of the USS Nimitz (CVN-68) in 1975, the design of the "modem"

aircraft carrier has not been altered in 40 years.70

According to a Center for Naval Analyses study examining the maximization of carrier

sorties and firepower, manning is the biggest limitation to expanding flight deck capacity.71 The

second flight deck shift required for long-term 24-hour operations requires additional personnel

assigned to the ship's company: aircraft directors, catapult officers, fueling and ordnance

personnel, air traffic controllers and tower operators. Additionally, the CVW squadrons would
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need extra maintenance personnel.72 An inherent trade-off to a carrier's flexibility exists in its

limited ability to expand its operational capacity; a fInite number ofpersonnel can be embarked

at any given time.

As an additional complication, numerous "principals" must be present during all flight

operations that have little or no redundancy in the current system: the Commanding Officer

(CO), the Air Boss and Mini Boss, and the Flight Deck Handler.73 While conceivably additional

Air Bosses and Handlers could be assigned to the ship, there is only one CO. No explicit rules

exist about when the CO must be on the bridge but traditional expectation and common-sense

leadership demand his presence during flight operations.74

The next generation ofaircraft carrier will be manned with even less personnel than a

Nimitz-class. The design for CVN-78, the fust of the Ford-class carriers, provides for the

o reduction of 1200 personnel compared to a Nimitz carrier.75 Modernized systems that require

less maintenance and upkeep, improvements in weapons/material movement processes, and

flight deck confIguration changes make these cutbacks possible. Such manpower savings have a

cumulative effect, as fewer personnel onboard results in fewer support billets required for "hotel"

services such as laundry and food preparation.76

Unfortunately, at the present state of CVN-78 development the planned personnel savings

cannot be redistributed to add redundancy. CVN-78 design reduces racks and living space by

1100 sailors, making the anticipated reduction of 1200 a de facto requirement.77 As a result,

further personnel cuts would be necessary to make room for the additional manpower needed for

continuous flight operations. The Navy has tasked the Office ofNaval Research to assess the

o
potential of reducing carrier manning to 1000 billets through process automations and ergonomic
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designs collectively known as human systems integration (lISI).78 Such an examination,

although theoretical until the Ford class enters service, points toward the possibility that the

manpower challenges to aircraft carrier support of IW can be overcome. HSI advances would

need to be applied to existing ships as well, since Nimitz-class carriers will still account for six of

the eleven carriers in 2040.79

Significant incentive exists for manning reductions, which greatly decrease the overall

life-cycle cost of a ship. According to an MIT study, "manpower represents the most expensive

single element in the operation ofa carrier.,,80 Analysts estimate that each enlisted billet costs the

navy $100,000 per year or $5 million during carrier's lifetime.81

Life-cycle costs should not be the only metric applied to manning decisions, however.

An aircraft carrier with the additional manning of a second flight deck shift would still cost less

o than the second carrier required to operating alongside to provide continuous air support.

Beyond operating expenses lays the opportunity cost of tying up that additional CVN. The four

carriers required at the start of OEF resulted in no carrier presence available for the Pacific or

European Commands.82 On average, the geographic Combatant Commanders' collective

demand for carriers each year outpaces the fleet's supply by 5 ships.83

Many analysts consider Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles (UCAV) to be the solution to

increasing naval persistence.84 Potentially, UCAVs could launch on the last cycle of the fly day,

after which the flight deck shuts down for 8-12 hours until the UCAV recovers on the first cycle

of the next day.85 Unlike a single-piloted aircraft, UCAV can regularly complete 12-hour

missions without the complications of fatigue aIid other human factors. Unmanned technology

o
should be embraced cautiously, however. The lack of on-site human presence, vital in situations
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with troops engaged with the enemy in which aircrew must make rapid decisions based on

experience and gathered situational awareness, makes the DCAV a poor IW platform in all but

the most elementary ISR missions.

Neither a second flight deck crew nor unmanned vehicles will solve the limitations

presented by un-reps and port calls. CVN-78 will still require replenishment underway, but

those un-reps will be faster due to better elevators and conveyors, and less frequent thanks to

larger tanks to store aviation fuel and recent food storage innovations.86 Adding the MY-22

Osprey to the CVW would increase the capability to conduct vertical replenishment for most

supplies except fuel.87 Port calls, due to their diplomatic benefits, should not be eliminated all

together but scheduled only for the beginning and end of deployments, with the understanding

that three to five months will be on-station with no break. The impact on morale should not be

understated but Navy land-based squadrons (not to mention Army and Marine ground forces)

face much more rigorous deployments.

CONCLUSION

Technological innovation must be accompanied by intellectual innovation leading
to changes in organization and doctrine. Only then can we reach the full potential
of the joint force - decisive capabilities across the full range ofmilitary
operations.

Every IW conflict exists in a unique geo-political context and requires distinctive

methods ofmilitary operation. Stating that one approach trumps another in all cases becomes a

fool's errand. As such, Naval Aviation must set short-term and long-term objectives for

enhancing its ability to support irregular warfare with carrier-based aircraft.
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In the short tenn, the Navy must fully embrace the prospect of sending aircraft ashore

when the benefits outweigh the risks, as they did in OEF and OIF. Making carrier air power

available every hour ofthe day will not conquer the limitations imposed by distance. Certain

operations may allow aircraft to be land-based much closer to the fight than an aircraft carrier in

the littorals. Due to misplaced fears ofjeopardizing the relevancy of the aircraft carrier, the

Navy has land-based only small numbers of carrier aircraft and personnel. All carrier squadrons

should be properly trained and equipped for potential expeditionary operations on every

deployment.

Land-basing is not a panacea, however. Airfields ashore take time to build or adequately

renovate; are subject to tenuous agreements with host nations; and provide large and vulnerable

targets for insurgent forces. Furthermore, reliance ort shore-basing as a preferred solution risks

~. raising a generation ofnaval aviators with limited experience operating from a ship and, )
\ ../

conducting missions in a maritime environment.

In the long term, the Navy should examine methods to change the nature of carrier

operations. First, a change in mindset and doctrine must occur: the primary metric for

maximizing air power in IW should not be the number of sorties launched and recovered per

cycle but rather the number of cycles available for flight operations per day. Many cycles may

only launch a handful of aircraft but those few sorties are vital to maintaining persistent and

continuous air support for ground forces. Second, around-the-clock flight operations require a

second flight deck shift, which is only possible through the leveraging of systems technologies

and process improvements to re-distribute manning levels appropriately. Additionally, design

o
enhancements must allow streamlined underway replenishment evolutions that minimize impact
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on flight operations. Third, once the requirement and capability have been established, pre-

deployment training and certification must address this new paradigm of long-term, continuous

flight operations. Finally, the Navy should re-evaluate its approach to port-calls by placing a

higher priority on supporting ground forces while in combat AORs and setting aside shore liberty

until relieved by the next carrier.

Ultimately, the Navy must evaluate each situation by careful analysis of the risks and

benefits and decide the most appropriate course of action: sea-basing or land-basing (see

Appendix A). The ability to adapt to the realities ofa conflict and capitalize on available

strengths must be the overriding factor in such decisions. Thus, the Navy must prepare for future

irregular operations by fully investing for both contingencies not only with dollars but also with

personnel, training, and doctrine.
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APPENDIX A - Risk/Benefit Analysis of Options for
Providing Naval Aviation Support to Irregular Warfare

o

Persistence

Continuity

Access

Base Survivability

Flexibility to respond
to higher priority
crisis w/in theater
Flexibility to respond
to crisis in separate
regIOn
Personnel Training &
Equipment
Requirements
Coordination wi
Ground Forces
Pilot CQ Proficiency

Ordnance Loads

Send Aircraft Ashore

Most Likely High
Limited by aircrew I
aircraft

~
--_--~••~---~'I

, " ' j
}ni~~5Y Ifl~~lifilMJ(~: ' f

______,~ ~~ :J

Body armor, small
arms, NBC gear

Face-to-face briefs I
Better connectivity
Logistics/Sked
challenges
Restricted only by
Airframe limitation

Single CVN wi 24 hour
flight op capability

Numerous
implementation
challenges
Limited by aircrew I
aircraft
Limited only by CVN
survivability and over
flight of adjacent
aIrspace

CVWembarked

High- but at expense of
current operation

Handled by separate
CVN deployed to that
theater

None additional

Ground Liaison Officers
embarked

No risks

Restricted by "Max
trap"

Deploy Two CVNs to
theater

Most likely, but not
guaranteed
Operating costs of2nd

CVN

Limited only by CVN
survivability and over
flight of adjacent
aIrS ace

CVWembarked

High

[
~~§§i~jJl!,{f;:\\YI1~~I--'-----1
O)~i';Lnmffii~1t @'ill(;iI' ®li~y:l('J \ :

~0:~ti~L~;o]~'ill'~JJ,f01~!ill§k:~-C_ :

None additional

Ground Liaison
Officers embarked
"Day shift" CVN may
have challenges
Restricted by "Max
trap"

o

c::::IJ = Benefit c:::::::=J = Risk Mitigated with Cost _
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